52	THE  STORY  OF MY LIFE	[1837
" The other day he said — ' My eyes are pretty.' ' Oh yes,' I said, 'they are, and so are Mama's and Na's.'— fc And Grandpapa's and Grannie's too?' —fc Yes, they are all pretty, nothing so pretty as eyes.' And I have heard no more of it.
"c Look, Mama,' he says, ; there is a bird flying up to God.' — ' Where have you been to, Baby? ' —" To a great many wheres.' He visits all the flowers in' Grannie's garden, quite as anxiously as if they were living beings, and that quite without any hope of possessing them, as he is never allowed to gather any. He puts the different flowers together — and invents names for them — Hep — poly — primrose, etc. He also talks to animals and flowers as if they were conscious, and in this way creates constant amusement for himself; but the illusion is so strong he hardly seems to separate it from fact, and it becomes increasingly necessary to guard against the confusion of truth and error."
Children are said seldom to remember things, which happen when they are three years old; but I have a distinct recollection of being at my mother's early home of Toft in Cheshire during this spring of 1837, and of the charm, of which children are so conscious, of the Mrs. Leycester (" Toft Grannie " — my mother's first cousin) who lived there. I also-recollect the great dog at Alderley, and being whipped by "Uncle Ned" (Edward Stanley) at the gate of the Dutch garden for breaking off a branch of mezereon when I was told not to touch it. Indeed I am not sure whether these recollections are not of a year before, in which I distinctly remember a terrible storm at Lime, when Kate Stanley was with us, seeing a great acacia-tree torn up by the roots and

